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Special Effects and Related:

Behind the Mask
Secrets of Hollywood’s Monster Makers
by Mark Salisbury and Alan Hedgcock
Take a close look at the men and their monsters; Dick Smith, Stan Winston, Rick Baker, Bob Bottin, Steve Johnson. Highlights film’s greatest monsters from The Exorcist to Jurassic Park. Sure to be a classic. 125 pages, paper, b/w and color photos throughout, 1994.
B885 Behind the Mask/Salisbury/Hedgcock...........................................$23.95

Books and Videos for Haunted Houses:

Fifty Frights and More
50 Great Room and Ride Ideas for Hayrides and Haunted Houses
by Steve Biggs and Doug Erekson
A fresh collection of stories and room ideas written specifically for haunted hayrides and narrated haunted houses. Includes clever twists to old ideas and many new ones. Also includes five stories that can be turned into local legends. Each idea is broken down into its own three-act story structure; set-up, development and payoff. Save yourself production costs by creating the “Theater of the Mind.” 80 pages, illustrations, loose-leaf bound, 1998.
B212 50 Frights/Biggs/Erekson...................................................$29.95

How to Operate a Financially Successful Haunted House
by Philip Morris and Dennis Phillips
B006 Operate Successful HH/Morris..............................................$16.50

Field of Screams
How To Promote Halloween and Haunted Attractions
by Michael M. Cruz
Written by one of the most respected haunted house marketers. Covers some very essential marketing basics. Contents include the “Eventive” concept, packaging, identity enhancement strategies, spin-off activities, charity, hospitality, income, selling clientele, advertising, publicity, promotions, sponsorship and much more. 160 pages, paper, drawings.
B801 Field of Screams/Cruz..............................................................$29.95
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